
One year of writing prompts

All of the writing you will do for marketing will have something in common: creativity. You’ll be
solving problems, strategizing, and figuring out how to best capture your audience’s attention.
And let me tell you, that involves a lot of creativity in order to not just do it like everyone else.

Marketing has a lot to do with people’s attention, and then once you finally have their
attention—and sometimes it can only last for literally two seconds as they scroll through a
newsfeed—we HAVE to be creative to stop them in their tracks and listen to us. And THEN once
we get them to listen, we have to KEEP them listening.

It’s hard. It takes a lot of work. It takes a lot of time crafting the best messaging using the best
words and the best ideas. You give your brain a workout every day. So what do you have to do
to keep getting better and making your brain stronger? Well, you keep writing.

The challenge
I love writing prompts. Especially how I designed these for you where there are completely
unrelated words, ideas, or phrases each day and you have to come up with ways to put them all
into a story. I practice this with one of my students who I tutor with her vocabulary words and we
have a lot of fun. Some of my short fiction I’ve written was actually inspired by these exercises
with my student.

So here is your challenge: every day for an entire year, spend about ten minutes per day on that
day’s prompt. Bonus points if you can actually work each word/phrase/idea from each day into
your writing, but if these prompts spark something else that makes you write, then great! You
still accomplished the goal of writing every day.

See if you can tell a whole story from start to finish. Don’t think too hard—these don’t have to be
final drafts of anything. It is just for your mind to think and your words to flow.

Lastly, have fun! There’s no right or wrong here. What is the use of all of this writing if we can’t
have fun?

Good luck and enjoy. Happy writing.
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1. Ravage, hardship
2. Peaches, baseball
3. A bug landed on you
4. You are on a plane and smell donuts
5. Waiting in line for coffee
6. On the beach
7. At a circus
8. Hat
9. Cute
10. Circle
11. Water bottle
12. A beer that doesn't taste good
13. Sour grapes
14. When you were nine years old
15. Grandpa
16. Test, back ache
17. Baby, pineapple
18. Strike
19. 100%
20. Basketball, doctor
21. Birthday, grass
22. Wallet, 26
23. Bank teller, car, wedding
24. Aunt, ant, mountain
25. Ocean, something purple
26. When something didn't go your way
27. When you had good luck
28. If the president called you
29. Bumble bee
30. High school science class, rose
31. Paper airplane, disgruntled, mother
32. Limousine, makeup, red pen
33. T-shirt
34. Sand, soccer cleats, plastic straw
35. You're sweating
36. Angry neighbor
37. Long hair, black socks
38. Yellow fishing pole, blue nail polish
39. Flood, paper clips
40. Puppies, towel
41. If you found a $100 bill on the street
42. Summer
43. Buy one get two free
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44. Running a mile
45. Words
46. Boo, home run
47. Home of the _____
48. Dragons, water chestnuts
49. Red wine, butter, cold
50. If you suddenly hates your favorite food
51. Fence, something round
52. Shoe lace, your right elbow
53. Giant, rambunctious, benevolent
54. Crop top, apples
55. Australia, cell phone, T-Rex
56. Your home town, hot water, ice skating
57. Bare hands, baseball mitt, ice cream
58. You lost a prized possession
59. Your first car
60. Kittens, new home, the letter "S"
61. Your sister is drunk
62. Drank a whole water bottle
63. A bird struggling to fly
64. No, Your friend is ignoring you
65. Crayons, baseball bat, clap your hands
66. Bright lights, dim lights
67. Grocery store
68. You found an expensive ring in a toilet
69. An upside down down chair
70. Chicken, crab fries, vodka
71. Your sister is an imposter
72. Film reel, fishing reel
73. The liberty bell cracked again
74. Home run
75. A moldy hot dog
76. Rainbow peaches
77. Surprise party, blue
78. A very long bridge
79. Frizzy hair, baby stroller
80. Closing your eyes
81. A bad song
82. Being alone at a bar
83. Cheeseburger, napkins, noodles
84. You did not enjoy your sandwich
85. All grocery stores shut down for a day
86. Everyone had to ride a bike
87. The biggest billboard
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88. The letter "T" was erased from the alphabet
89. The moon was hit by a boat
90. There are unicorns on a baseball field
91. A bandana, a blond-haired baby
92. At the top of the world's shortest building
93. Teeth, an earthquake, purple Earth
94. The life of a green giant
95. The moment before you walk into an interview and you're really thirsty
96. Hello
97. A license plate on the ground
98. Lightning, lolli pops
99. An ice cream cone is melting in your hand
100. A car driving backwards
101. Caught in a terrestrial downpour
102. You're alone
103. Cheese fries, rusty nail, ding
104. A knock at the door, road work ahead
105. Honey, Arizona, Disney World
106. Creepy, traffic, B
107. Cluster, stop sign, lake
108. Fish
109. The last TV show you watched, orange
110. Elvis, peanut butter, 24
111. Flour, wheels
112. Ruler, pyramid, baby
113. Kiss, magnet, spaghetti
114. Canada, book, train
115. You forgot your name
116. An email from your uncle
117. You have to save the day
118. Grandma's blanket
119. Sweaty, short, comet
120. Camp fire, engagement ring
121. You wake up in the morning and learn that you lost your sense of taste
122. Truck rental
123. Road trip, pizza
124. Up the hill
125. Stuffed animal, swing set
126. Fast ball, fox, fork
127. Scratchy, smile, napkin
128. Picnic, humid, your favorite movie
129. Rain delay, cooking an elaborate dinner
130. Church, flag, handshake
131. Hotel, sunscreen, snow peas
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132. Motor oil, 58, phone number
133. Five more minutes
134. Laughing
135. Wet socks, stale cereal, iced coffee
136. Your first day of school
137. Tattoo, custom t-shirt, snow cone
138. Exit only
139. In a race car
140. Main street, frozen yogurt, Italy
141. Scouring the internet
142. Stream, corn in the cob, a small child
143. Open heart surgery, a balloon
144. A window sill in the sun
145. A 241-lane highway
146. A remix of a popular song, a button
147. Flood warning, play dough
148. Tenacious, burglary
149. Living in a spaceship
150. Yes
151. When you felt like lying
152. When your childhood ended
153. Wet paint, horse shoe, sea horse
154. A field of blue sunflowers
155. !
156. A crooked picture frame
157. Walking up to the ice cream man
158. Smudged lipstick
159. Chipped nail polish, sun rays peeking out of orange clouds
160. Dr. Seuss
161. A French person
162. A gazelle falling in love
163. 🤓
164. A funny gif
165. You tried really hard to draw something
166. When you wrote the last word of your memoir
167. How?
168. Learning to ride a bike in a snowstorm
169. Living in an igloo
170. Creating an ice sculpture
171. Building a sand castle in the rain
172. Vermont, ice cream
173. Gorgonzola cheese
174. Watching food network all day
175. Bailing your cousin out of jail
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176. A rainbow, melancholy
177. Changing a light bulb with your dog
178. Walking a lizard around the park
179. Playing frisbee with a gorilla at night
180. #
181. You got stung by a bee in the winter
182. It's gonna be a humid day
183. Under the sea, inevitable
184. Baby blanket, swing set
185. Fire, something furry
186. Video game, if you could talk to animals
187. Touchdown!
188. Family picnic at the doctor's office
189. Soda
190. Forgot to lock the door
191. A recipe for something salty
192. You should probably ice that
193. A blue screen
194. A droopy flower
195. A caterpillar inching across the sidewalk
196. Running water
197. You're very hungry
198. What if the sun never went down?
199. The last handshake of mankind
200. An abandoned bike in the middle of a desert
201. Capital, staircase, laundry
202. Late to a meeting with your great uncle
203. A stethoscope, bananas
204. A creaky floor, toothpaste, camping
205. The attic, going to the grocery store
206. Ordering pizza
207. The last YouTube video ever created
208. Ugh
209. Golden, bad singing, mascot
210. A mansion, ocean, a corner
211. A full schedule, beluga whale
212. Girl's night
213. Bachelor party in the woods
214. Riding an elephant
215. Swimming 50 miles
216. 1994
217. Staying within the dotted lines
218. Stuck in a sandstorm
219. Sudden hope
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220. A flat tire in Italy
221. A cold night
222. Sparkling sand
223. Five hours of walking
224. Flying in a private jet over a castle
225. Seven children
226. Iced coffee
227. Baking a cake from scratch with your cat
228. Cantonese
229. Family tradition, writing a letter, January
230. Tenor saxophone, going to the movies alone
231. Don't wander too far
232. Sustainable living, organic plums
233. Descaling a fish
234. A half roll of paper towels
235. Finishing the longest book in history
236. Marinating chicken
237. Spending the winter at the beach
238. Holding your breath under water, chopsticks
239. Watching someone get their braces off
240. Sitting next to a man at the bus stop
241. Giving orange juice to a homeless person
242. Planting a pear tree
243. Mexico, dried fruit
244. Competing in the Olympics for tic tac toe
245. Going to college for ant farm studies
246. Fine dining, snake
247. Alyssa
248. Getting scammed
249. NYC tourist, a ballerina, blue lipstick
250. Thermostat, planting beets
251. Temple, a necklace
252. Monk, sunshine
253. Pillow twirl
254. Burp, sunglasses
255. Watching TV with your husband's best friend
256. Walking to the basement, drum set, oil
257. Nacho fries, backpack
258. Sunscreen, waking up to a crack of thunder
259. High school varsity trampoline tryouts
260. Sale, socks, hammer
261. 🥴
262. Remote controller for your shoes
263. A bad magic trick
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264. Learning your mom is a secret chiropractor
265. $5,783
266. Your middle school gym teacher calls you
267. You wake up in a church
268. There's a chair sitting in the middle of the room with an umbrella on it
269. 6:43 am
270. Flying to work on a giant robin
271. 23%
272. ¥
273. Las Vegas
274. Losing 12 pounds
275. Running backwards for an entire marathon
276. Taking out the garbage and finding a baby dragon in the trash bin
277. You decided to move to a new apartment in the desert
278. A door knob disintegrated when you touched it
279. Your friend caught a virus from her computer and was out sick for a month
280. Rainbow pajamas
281. A pencil that talks
282. Going to the beach for summer vacation and the water iced over
283. Cooking macaroons without a recipe
284. Purple grilled cheese sandwich
285. Terrible, haughty, roam
286. VIP
287. Hair braids, sewing a button back on a shirt
288. Chaos, niche, clique
289. Lifting a 421-pound weight
290. Renaissance
291. A gold chain, dumplings, shoe laces
292. 87 centimeters
293. Triceratops
294. Texas, succulent, sprinkle
295. Hockey tournament, powdered sugar, yoga
296. Dump truck, crab, baker
297. Curly green hair
298. Bangs, scissors, collar
299. Pad Thai, Google, guitar
300. Something sour, pop music
301. On a scale from one to ten: 2
302. Laughing so hard you spit out your lunch
303. Starting a business with your friend
304. Meeting a famous person
305. You see a ghost and they offer you car insurance
306. Hopscotch in front of a brewery
307. Sleeping through your alarm on your wedding day
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308. Teaching a zombie how to sew a pillow
309. Signing up for a basket weaving class with Michael Jackson
310. Entering into a fairground and a talking alligator greets you
311. The first time you tried broccoli
312. You planted a tree that grew 57 feet tall over night.
313. Staying in a hotel with free puppies
314. Painting Beyonce's nails
315. Advice, gallop, synchronized
316. Desk lamp, the top shelf in the fridge, going to the movies
317. Deleting all of your social media accounts
318. Befriending a ladybug
319. Free champagne
320. If you picked up a hobby in vegetable preparation
321. Your clone bought a house
322. Hiking up a mountain that you discover never ends
323. Crocheting a rain jacket
324. Listening to a podcast about pigs
325. A raindrop on a frisbee
326. A time when you had to get someone out of a weird situation
327. Scrolling through Facebook and finding an ad for fuzzy vases
328. A rock
329. Intimate, Spanish, grocery cart
330. Your parents bought an island
331. Eating fried chicken with maple syrup
332. An old lady asks you a question
333. Someone who smells like lavender
334. Trying every flavor of M&Ms
335. Kayaking with your coworkers
336. Going to a pop punk concert
337. Sleep walking
338. Playing corn hole at the beach
339. No problem
340. Speaking into a microphone
341. The principal is on vacation
342. 4+7(8-5)x = 2
343. A field of ant farms
344. Selling your business after three days
345. If you could only choose one person to share Earth with forever, just the two of you
346. You go on a scavenger hunt
347. An Alaskan cruise
348. The forest was too quiet
349. Nailing a picture to a wall
350. Cinnamon, giraffes
351. A dentist
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352. When you forgot your question
353. Payday, soil, rubber bands
354. Sleepy eyes
355. A snowman on top of you car
356. Dislocating your shoulder
357. Skateboarding around campus
358. A stain on the ceiling
359. A pile of fuzzy leaves
360. Feeding a carrot to a llama
361. Carousel, mobile, zipper
362. Evil, wander, West
363. Cost, franchise, artist
364. A poor choice on the first day of a new job
365. Good morning
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